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ERA still needs to be added to the U.S. Constitution
The following is from a St. Louis Viewpoint
Post-Dispatch editorial:
If Illinois had passed the Equal passage of the amendment last
week will be meaningful. It was
Rights Amendment 40 years ago
doomed decades ago by a saucy
when lawmakers got their first
and relentless campaign mounted
chance, the state could have been
by the late conservative icon, Phyla leader in carving a path for prolis Schlafly. Supporters had pinned
gressive reforms that would have
their hopes on Illinois when only
improved conditions for women.
three states were needed to get the
Employers would have had to
necessary 38 to ratify it by a 1982
provide equal pay for equal work,
deadline, but opponents held sway.
and women would have been on
Move forward 36 years, and Illiequal footing with men in terms of
nois became the 37th state to ratify
marital rights, property ownerthe ERA. While it appears that
ship and the justice system.
means only one more state’s apWomen across the nation can
proval is needed to add the amendonly hope that the state’s belated

ment to the U.S. Constitution, a
legal showdown is expected over
whether the amendment remains
viable because of the deadline.
The push for the amendment’s
ratification is attributed to the
2016 defeat of the first woman
nominated for president by a
major party, and the election of
a man who routinely disrespects
women. Hundreds of thousands
of women marched in Washington and in cities around the
world to protest Donald Trump’s
election the day after he was
inaugurated.
And the #MeToo movement

has united women against sexual
assault and misconduct.
Further push came from an
amendment that took more than
200 years to win congressional
approval. In 1992, Michigan became the 38th state to ratify the
27th Amendment — forbidding
congressional salary increases
to take effect until the term after
they are approved — offered by
James Madison in 1791.
That got ERA supporters wondering why their amendment had
a deadline and whether that was
legal. Last year, Nevada became
the 36th state and the first state in
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40 years to ratify the amendment.
In the intervening years, 37
states have added versions of the
ERA to their state constitutions.
Missouri has not. Supporters say
that a federal protection would
be broader and more inclusive
and would also be an important
symbol acknowledging that the
nation values women.
While conditions for women
are better, inequality remains.
Legislation that gives women
equal rights can be changed and
repealed. The principle that
would enshrine gender equality
belongs in the Constitution.
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How to fix
the national
bad marriage
Listening to people argue about politics
these days is like overhearing people in
a restaurant who are in a bad marriage.
They’re always trying to use disagreements to establish
superiority. It’s not
merely, “We’re different.” It’s, “I’m better.”
So I thought it
might be a good idea
to consult some marriage books for lessons on how to repair
national politics.
One of the things
daVid
the books emphasize
BrooKS
is that when a marriage hits a rough patch, both people in it
are likely to feel unknown or misunderstood. So the first task in repairing it is
to seek empathetic understanding of the
other person — understanding the other
person’s likes and dislikes, his or her oddities, how half-forgotten wounds in the
past can trigger ridiculous overreactions
in the present.
The second task is to understand the
marriage itself. Each person brings into the
marriage a pattern of interaction absorbed
from his or her original family. Psychologists joke that early marriage is a battleground in which two families send their
best warriors to determine which family’s
culture will direct the couple’s lives.
Then over time the couple creates their
own pattern of interaction, which may
propel them to act in ways that neither
person particularly likes.
One of the most common dysfunctional
scripts is the demand/withdrawal cycle.
One partner makes a request of the other
— please do the dishes — but there’s a hint
of blame in his or her words. The other
partner hears it as complaining, and just
withdraws.
This prompts the person making
the request to make the blaming more
explicit, in turn causing the withdrawing
partner to withdraw even more. The more
the latter disappears, the more the former
creates a scene to get any response.
It’s only by recognizing the old scripts
that couples can establish a new one.
The third task is to recognize that
repairing marital strife will require both
spouses to become better people, more
empathetic, more sacrificial on a daily
basis. Marriage has been likened to a gem
tumbler; it’s banging two rocks together
in order to eventually bring out their
deeper sparkle.
When you read these books in the context of today’s political tribalism, you’re
reminded that we’ve had relational tears
between groups in this country since the
beginning. Overcoming tribalism means
rising up and taking care of problems that
and
weren’t addressed at the
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Protect whistleblowers
O

n paper, New York state
Labor Law includes
strongly worded protections for whistleblowers. In
practice, however, the message to
state employees seems to be, “If
we catch you ratting on us, we’ll
go after you.”

The latest example of how high-level state officials seek to clamp down
on those who disclose misconduct
or serious problems in state procedures comes in a report by the Times
Union’s Brendan Lyons that Danielle
Laraque-Arena, the head of Upstate
Medical University in Syracuse, is
trying to find out who is responsible
for making public unfavorable details
about her former chief of staff. That
official, Sergio A. Garcia, was forced to
resign his $340,000-a-year post after
a video on the school’s website showed
him making outrageously false statements about his professional history.
Now Dr. Laraque-Arena is even asking
who at the State University of New
York facility logged in to view the
video and who attended Mr. Garcia’s
lecture in October.

tHe iSSUe:
Some top state officials are accused of
going after those who expose wrongdoing.
tHe StaKeS:
Attacking the messenger does nothing
to end a culture of abuse and impunity.
To comment: tuletters@timesunion.com

Garcia got out than in seemingly serious flaws in the way SUNY recruits
and vets leaders. Her actions send a
chilling message to any state employee considering exposing wrongdoing.
That troubling report came even as
another case of alleged retaliation by
state officials against subordinates who
reported misconduct was playing out
after a high-level Division of Criminal
Justice Services official was fired.
Gina L. Bianchi, an attorney, was
removed from her position after her
bosses learned she had cooperated in a
sexual harassment investigation of one
of their own. In a federal civil rights
lawsuit filed last week, Ms. Bianchi
alleges retaliation by DCJS Commissioner Michael C. Green and two other
officials who used her confidential
testimony to state inspector general

Brian J. Gestring, a DCJS director who
was fired only after the agency’s handling of the case became public.
In yet another case, James “Jay”
Kiyonaga, second-in-command at the
Office for People with Developmental
Disabilities, was fired last week after
years of complaints from female employees. His removal came only after a
discrimination complaint was filed by
Patricia Gunning, a former attorney at
the Justice Center for the Protection
of People with Special Needs, who said
Mr. Kiyonaga had sexually harassed
and mistreated her when he was
deputy director of that agency. Her
complaint cited a “complete failure of
the governor’s office and the state to
deal with this serial sexual harasser
and discriminator.”
Gov. Andrew Cuomo has been silent
about these recent cases, leaving it to
the Legislature to ask how, in the face
of repeated allegations, some officials
remain in powerful positions. It is his
job to end a culture in which agency
officials think they can ignore harassment and persecute whistleblowers.
New York state must assure employees
that their jobs aren’t at risk if they
expose misbehavior. That message will
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Family First renews focus for children in foster care
By William T. Gettman Jr.
and Jeremy C. Kohomban

When a child is removed from
a family home and placed in
foster care, both the child and
family suffer. Forced separation

from family is incomprehensibly traumatic for children, and
painful too for the parents, even
when the intervention is necessary. But moving a child to a relative — a grandparent or aunt who
is known and trusted — lessens

this pain and trauma.
The familiarity and love of
family help children feel secure
and hopeful while parents
receive the services necessary
for the family to reunite. And
parents can rest assured in the

▶ William T. Gettman Jr. is the chief executive officer of Northern Rivers Family of Services. Jeremy C.
Kohomban is the president and chief executive of the Children’s Village. Also contributing to this article was
Sarah Kroon Chiles, executive director of the Redlich Horwitz Foundation.

knowledge that their children
are with loving adults. This is
what any parent would want for
their child, and it is what New
York should prioritize for children in its foster care system.
New York has become excessively reliant on group facilities
for foster children rather than
placing them in a home with kin
who receive training and finan-

cial support to care for their relative children. While nationally,
13 percent of children in foster
care live in residential care, 26
percent of children in New York
counties outside of New York
City are placed in group care.
For some, these placements are
a necessary and time-limited
intervention designed to be
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Schools need more
counselors, not cops
David Brooks’ May 30
column, “The failure of
educated elite in U.S.,”
mentioned how the meritocracy system of society
is based on an individual’s
IQ with “little emphasis on
the sorts of moral systems that create harmony
within people, harmony
between people, and harmony between people and
their ultimate purpose.”
The New York State
School Counselor Association issued in 2005 its
Model for Comprehensive
K-12 School Counseling Programs. It states:
“School counseling
programs promote school
success through a focus
on academic achievement,
prevention and intervention activities, advocacy
and social/emotional and
career development.”
Increasing dependency
on in-school police officers to protect and serve
those in school, instead
of increasing funds and
school counselors to improve social and emotional
counseling programs in
schools, does not improve
a student’s educational
process for moral character development.
Parents and teachers
need to consider advocating to principals, superintendents and school
board members to call for
increased federal and state
funding for comprehensive guidance counseling
programs and counselors.

recent editorial, “Politically toxic PFOA,” May 23,
described how the agency
is hiding new evidence
from the public about toxic
chemicals in their water,
especially the chemicals
PFOA and PFOS.
This report confirms
what many advocates have
been arguing for years: that
PFOA and PFOS are dangerous to human health
at levels far below what
the EPA currently allows
in our water supplies. But
Trump’s EPA doesn’t want
anyone to know that. Their
shocking abuse of power
demonstrates that we can’t
count on the federal government to solve this issue.
In the absence of federal
leadership, the Cuomo administration must follow
through on its commitment to protect drinking
water and public health.
The state needs to make
sure we don’t have more
drinking water contamination crises — like what
happened in Hoosick Falls,
Newburgh and Petersburgh — by setting a strong
enforceable drinking
water standard for PFOA
and PFOS.
In order to ensure the
safety of our water, New
York’s Department of
Health must set a maximum contaminant level for
PFOA and PFOS at 4 ppt.
When New York leads,
others follow. Let’s make
our drinking water protections a model for the nation.

recommended, but some
patients may be more apt
to seek information on
smoking cessation from
their pharmacist.
As a place to learn more
about disease and the
body, as well as the drug
and its effect on the body,
it’s increasingly important
that we get tobacco out
of the pharmacy. A space
reserved for health and
well-being is no place for
tobacco products, a leading cause of preventable
disease and death in the
United States.
Albany County needs to
lead the way to champion
public health in the Capital
Region.
As a resident of Rensselaer County, I’m consistently disappointed by
my own county’s efforts
to promote the health and
well-being of its residents.
Case in point: Tobacco 21
(T-21) is a law that raises
the minimum legal age for
tobacco and nicotine products from 18 to 21. Albany
County passed this bill in
May 2016; Schenectady
County followed by passing it in August 2016. The
T-21 bill didn’t even make
it out of committee in the
Rensselaer County Legislature earlier this month.
Clearly, the Capital Region needs a public health
leader, and Albany County
has the opportunity to
take the pole position by
saying “yes” to tobaccofree pharmacies.

Clean Water Associate,
Environmental
Advocates of New York
Albany
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N.Y. can be example
for protecting water
When President Donald
Trump’s Environmental
Protection Agency fails,
New York must step up.
Every New Yorker has
a right to clean and safe
drinking water. Unfortunately, Trump’s EPA
doesn’t seem interested in
protecting that right. The

Clear pharmacies
of tobacco products
For many, a visit to the
pharmacy is a necessary
extension of health care.
Some patients may even
develop a closer relationship with their pharmacist
than with their physician,
a comfort level that often
invites more questions.
For example, asking a
primary care provider for
help quitting smoking is
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certainly not during Reconstruction.
In “The Meaning of Marriage,” Tim and
Kathy Keller emphasize that in any bad
relationship the natural tendency is to see
the other person’s selfishness as the key
problem. But relationships only thrive
when each partner sees his or her own
selfishness as the key problem. After all,
your own selfishness is the only one you
can really control, the only one you have
responsibility for.
As Mike Mason puts it in “The Mystery
of Marriage,” “A marriage lives, paradoxically, upon those almost impossible times
when it is perfectly clear to the two partners that nothing else but pure sacrificial
love can hold them together.”
That involves a relentless turning
toward each other. John Gottman, who I
suppose is the dean of marriage experts,
describes relationship as a pattern of bids
and volleys. One partner makes a conversational bid: “Look how beautiful the sunset
looks!” The other partner can either respond with a toward bid: “Wow. Incredible.
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therapeutic and stabilizing. But for many,
group care reflects the system’s failure
to identify a kinship foster home or to
recruit sufficient foster families.
We can and must do better. A new
federal law with bipartisan support, the
Family First Prevention Services Act, renews the focus on family-centeredness in
foster care. The act provides federal funds
for preventive services aimed at keeping
families together. Most importantly for
New York, the act reforms federal financing to prioritize kin and foster families
over high-cost — and sometimes unnecessary — residential care. Given the data,
New York state must be proactive now.
This new law will require big changes
for business as usual. As the CEOs of two
New York residential providers and a New
York foster-care foundation, we know that
these changes are achievable. We have led
meaningful improvements at our organizations and in counties across the state,
and have achieved results in a relatively
short period of time.
Northern Rivers Family of Services is
launching a “30 Days to Family” initiative
in Albany County. Through this program,
birth families are engaged to help identify
suitable kinship foster homes, which are
then supported by the Northern Rivers
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Thanks for pointing it out!”; or an against
bid: “I was reading the paper, do you
mind?”; or a turning-away bid, which would
be grunting and not responding at all.
Successful marriages, Gottman finds,
have five toward bids for every one of the
other kinds. The relationship masters, he
told Emily Esfahani Smith in The Atlantic, are the people who are actively scanning the social horizon for things they
appreciate about the other person and can
say thank you for.
Good manners seem superficial but are
essential. Furthermore, the people who
repair their marriages don’t necessarily
fix their central disagreement. They just
overwhelm the negative with the positive.
The books are humbling for anybody
who has messed up relationships. But
they’re ultimately inspiring for anybody
thinking about politics. Repairing a
relationship can be a process of transformation. Red or blue, we are stuck together
permanently in this country. And as the
saying goes, the only way to get out of this
mess is to get into it.
▶ David Brooks writes for The New York
Times.

foster care team.
The Children’s Village, one of the oldest residential care organizations in the
country, is explicit in its position. Residential care cannot be a destination. It is
a well-resourced emergency room where
children receive time-limited treatment,
and the only long-term solution is a place
of unconditional belonging — with a loving family, not a long-term residential bed.
The Redlich Horwitz Foundation
has partnered with Westchester, Onondaga and Dutchess counties to become
more family-focused in their foster care
practices. In Westchester, residential
placements were reduced by 21 percent
in six months due to case-review practice
adjustments and requisite senior-level
approval for any nonfamily placement.
And in Onondaga, family-care placements
increased by 7 percent in one year.
The Family First Act is unprecedented
in the level of policy and practice changes
necessary to meet its residential care
requirements. Nonetheless, its vision is
achievable for New York. We believe that
by focusing on placement practices, childcentered recruitment, caregiver support,
and community-based programs, New
York can meet the act’s requirements and
do what’s best for our children and families. But we must act with urgency now
to ensure that our children in foster care
are placed with families who can support
them to thrive.

